
KEY BENEFITS

SAVE TIME

Spend more time making 

sure employees are happy and 

providing an excellent customer 

experience by spending less time 

on repetitive manual tasks. 

REDUCE FOOD & LABOR 

COSTS

 Give managers the visibility they 

need to control food and labor 

cost like the very best while 

saving money by investing in one 

system instead of many.

GROW FASTER

 Grow your bottom line by 

reducing costs and easily expand 

your business with a highly 

scalable back office system.

Restaurant365.com
(714) 617–2649

WHY CHOOSE AN ALL-IN-ONE RESTAURANT PLATFORM?

FULLY CONNECTED TO 
YOUR POS 

to save tons of time on manual data 

transfers and improve accuracy.

ONE, EASY-TO-USE SYSTEM 
so your entire organization gets better 

information with less effort.

DAILY P&L FOR YOUR MANAGERS 
to make timely, cost-slashing decisions that 

grow your bottom line.

ONE SYSTEM MEANS MORE PRODUCTIVITY 

AND BETTER INFORMATION IN LESS TIME.

You need systems to run your restaurant. 

But multiple, disconnected systems make it 

difficult to get vital insights into the hands of 

managers in time. 

Restaurant365 is the only all-in-one, cloud-

based, back-office system built specifically 

to unlock your restaurant’s potential to grow. 

It gives your entire organization the most 

complete, centralized, and actionable picture of 

your restaurant’s profitability so everyone can 

focus on growth.

RESTAURANT-SPECIFIC 
FEATURES 

so you can get vital information faster 

without having to manipulate data.

RESTAURANT365 OVERVIEW  | THE MOST COMPLETE BACK-OFFICE 
SOLUTION BUILT FOR RESTAURANTS



RESTAURANT365 OVERVIEW  | ALL THE FUNCTIONALITY YOUR 
RESTAURANT NEEDS TO GROW

              RESTAURANT-SPECIFIC ACCOUNTING

Perfect for the restaurant CFO, Controller, and 

Bookkeeper who want to be a valuable asset 

to their operations team. Deliver better info to 

managers in less time and with less effort.

a Daily POS Integration

a Daily P/L with drill-down

a Intercompany accounting

a Credit card, bank, delivery service recon

a AP automation with paperless workflow

            INVENTORY

Built for restaurant managers to tightly control food 

cost. Get the info you need to purchase the right 

amount, pay the right price, and prioritize the 

issues that need your attention.

a Mobile stock counting

a Smart ordering and prep

a Menu engineering

a Intelligent forecasting

a Actual vs. theoretical reporting

Restaurant365.com
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          R365 Connect

Your POS: Check-level sales details and punch-level labor data are automatically imported to R365 each night.

Your Bank: Transaction details automatically imported. Deposits/withdrawals matched and reconciled.

Your Vendors: Transmit purchase orders directly to vendors and get item-level invoices from them.

Your Anything: R365’s API enables you to connect to virtually any system or data source.

“ With our old system, I would spend 12 
hours a week auditing. With Restaurant365, I 
spend an hour a week, freeing me up to focus 
on other areas that are aimed at growing our 
restaurant group.”
– Bruce Nelson, CFO, NOVA Restaurant Group

              SCHEDULING

Every restaurant manager can optimize labor 

like the very best. Easily create fully-optimized 

schedules based on your organization’s best 

practices and communicate with employees.

a Daily/hourly smart sales forecasting

a Custom labor matrix

a Guided, smart scheduling

a In-app messaging and announcements

a Schedule enforcement*
         *available for select POS systems

              PAYROLL + HR

HR professionals can focus on strategy by 

spending less time on repetitive tasks. Retain 

the best restaurant employees by giving them an 

excellent experience. 

a Applicant tracking system (ATS)

a Online onboarding

a Restaurant-specific payroll

a Benefits administration

a Performance reviews


